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:,CONTAINMENT AND OTHER STRUCTURES STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS 

; "DRL:C&CTB:ALG RT-431. " - • 

We have reviewed the.'structural information presented in.the-:application 3 
for the Indian Point, Unit 3 facility and have found it to be 
deficientfor the purpose of evaluating the adequacyof -the proposed.  

.design to protect- the public, safety. .We hav ,assisted Reactor.Projects 

Branch No. I in advising the applicant and his subcontractors of the 
details of our concerns in the structural design areas during the course-.  

of technical meetings that have been held on this project. We believe 
the applicant isi well aware-of the areas where we consider his application

deficient and of the type and extent of additional, information we believe 

should be submitted to correct these deficiencies. 

We recommend-that the applicant be-formally advised of the deficiency of 
his application In the areas of- structural design. We have prepared a 

suggested statement' for this purpose.. This is presented in Attachment 1.  
Attachment 2-is a listing of our detailed comments (in terms of requests 

- .for additional information). . A draft of this list has been used during 
our meeting with the applicant and used as the bases for our discussions 
on structural design. It twill-alsobe used as the bases for any further 
discussions in this area for this project. " ' " 

Attachments: 
As stated above .

cc: .D.R. Muller, DRL
. .. 

-..., Murphy-, tRL 

A.L. Gluckmann, DREL'" 

bcc: S. '.Levine,. DRL 

R. C. 'DeYbung, DRL! 
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THE- INDIAN POINT, UNIT NO.3 FACILITY " 

We have completed our ireview of the information submitted on proposed 

structures for. the facility and have found it to be inadequate. for our
.  

needs. During the course of-meetings&with your representatifVes, we have 

advised them in some detail of the, nature ,of -our concerns.: We are also 

willing to engage in further discussions to clarify any uncertainties that 

may remain as .to 'the type .and extent of additional ifformation we need- to 

complete our evaluation of the structural- design adequacy. :In general it 

will be necessary for you to provide information relating to the basic 

definitions for the different categories of structures, provide :lists of 

structures . in each category, provide information on the proposed design 

of all essential foundations and structures,, including information on •loads, 

load combinations,- allowabl': stress and deformation limits, methods, of 

static and dynamic analysi, selection of materials, corrosion protective 

measures, quality assurance and control requiremeuts, and testing and 

surveillance specifications. . .  

. . . . . .
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COMMENTS

.TE ' INDIAN

ATTACHMENT 2.  

ON -STRUCTURAL DE

POINT, UIT. NO. 3 FACILITY- -

1.1 i Provide definitions and complete lists of all: 

Combined structures, iie.,, when part of a structure isr.classified 

as-Class I structure, and the resA of it' is classified as Class .  

"1 structure.'.  

Class I components housed in adjacent to,.,or.supported- by Class- IIV. i 

structure.

S 12. Describei:n detail the protection which-will be" provided to Class I-'
"-componentsnotloca.ted in, or supported by, Class-I structures..  

"1.3- State how the. earthquake input for-the design .of these components 

will be .established. - .. -

* 1.4 Describe the design methods used for combined.(Class- and GlasrsIY .  

-structures,. .- •j. - - . .  

1.5 Listthose portions of. the secondary system which are rated as Class
• I 

for seismic design. In particular, .indicate ;the ;seismic design" 

criteria for. the. steam.generator shell. 'and the -main steam lines from.  

the steam generator to. the valves. . " 

616 :"State your .-criterion regarding acceptable stresses and strains in' 

components rated:Class I for: Seismic.. design during the maximum 

earthquake.. In each case, are-functional,'..accident, and seismic 

-load assumed to occur simultaneously or not simultaneously? -....

. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... . .
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1.9 Define how the uniform building code. will 
Class II structures and componepts.  

1.8 For structures and components rated Class 
criteria under seismic loading. 

2.0 CONTSIN1ET STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

2.1 To determine., the effect of the wind force

be used for the design of 

III, indicate the design 

caused by a tornado on the.
structure, provide, a discustion of -how the tornado wind loading. will 
be tranblated into direct,.torsional and shear loadings on the 
structure. Describe the design:: tornado, "Conslder the influence of 
the",sizoOf the funnel, the translation speed of the tornado and 
-the effect on the structures of a non,-uniform pressute distribution.  

2.2 Icertain circumstances the containment-structure base may be 

below ground water level. -.It appears that no layer .of porous 
concrete and no membrane Waterproofing. exists between the soil and 

- -the containment mat and wall. Consider the possibility of cracking 
of the concrete in the mat and .inthewall. In certain circumstances 

.ground water under pressure may. reachthe liner. Provide an eval
uation of.-the-effects of ground water on liner corrosion-and 
stability under these types of degraded conditions.

2.3 Discuss in detail tornado generated'missiles. . "

2.4 The thermal load from the -liner is a function of the stiffness of the 
encasing concrete and, its deformations. It is therefOre necessary 
to defineO and t6 justify the values-of the Young's modulus Ec ando 
of thee Poisson's ratio lic for cracked and uncracked reinforced con
crete structure, List the values-of Ec and U. for. different-elevations 
-and exkplain their use in the, design of the concrete shell and In -.  

thermal liner- loading computations.. - The thermal- load from the liner.  
is also a function of .the thick ness, of the liner plates, and of the 
yield point of. the liner steel. The-thi6ness -of. the two adjacent 
liner plates may vary by -as much as'10%. Only the minimum yield.  
point is established in PSAR,* but not: -the maximum yield point,.which 
may differ from the..minlmum by as much as .25% - 30%. -Explain how 
these two variable'parameters are:,taken care of in the.,design,.

2.5, For the loadings of the containment-structure wall and dome, describe: 

(a) The analytical procedures used-for arriving. at the-forces, 
shears,-and moments in the structural shell, considering
cracking in concrete and not axisymmetric, loading distribution.

-' S U R N A M E • .... -_ _ -- ---- -- --- - ---- " 
-  
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(b) 'The considerations given to,. and the analytical procedures 6f or, 
determining discontinuity stresses under axisymmetric: and not 

SAxisymmettic loading. - Whitt assumptions with, regard to 

structural stiffness form the'.basis-for thesd Stress deter

minations? Is concrete.cracking considered? '.

.2#6 It. is not clear tihether a computer program .is used. If such is the 

case, It should allow to take into. account the cracking of concrete 

and the resulting-variation of Ec and c it should also be able 
to. handle not axisymmetric loading 

distribution. .  

24. If the effect of temperature rise in the liner will be represented by 

a uniform. pressure increase, please justify this method.

* 2.8 If the stiffness factors for the cylinder and the mat were c omputed 

from formulas given in standard handbooks, such as for example Raymond

J. Roark!s book-"Formulas for Stress and Strain,! indicate -whether. the

:following has been considered:

- (a)

(b)

(c)

inf luence of. the cracking, of the.cylindrical: wall, as compared 
with the uncracked mat.  

The fact :that the-mat is under radial tension and is supported 
on a rigid foundation, which restrains certain deformations of 
the mat.  

That the ground around restrains: the deformations of the wall,

.2.9 ,For the :loadings f .the base slab,,describe .the analytical procedures 

used to arrive -at the forces, moments, and shears, considering-the 
rigid support afforded by the ground.  

2.10 It has been assumed that the subgrade is rigid, this assumption should 

be substantiated, since the mat has a diameter of approximately.150 
feet, and the characteristics of-'the-subgrade may vary.

2.11 For the.combination of loadings considered, some clarification of 

S-the design procedures and stress limits are required. Describe: 

a. The. design procedures: and stress and strain limits to be used 

in. design of flexral and tension elements -of the-structure..  

b. The design procedures and tress and."strain limits to be used: 

in the structural design f-orradial,. lateral, longitudinal, and 
- . uplift shear. -. - .

oFFICE 0. " The.,desi n prdcedures and stress d strain lim ts for missi es.  
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ei. The general reinforcing patterns-itncluding layout and 
spacing for ~tension,t flexural andshear reinforcement 

'mat,in the walivand in the dome,

'typical 
in the -

2.12 Indicate factored load combination which includes tornado loading.  

2,13 Under incident..conditions concrete will be cracked,> Explain how, 

under this condition the. shears-, are transferred. through'. the section? 

214 The reinforcing s9teel may be stressed-to the yield.point. This, 
stress is .larger than the. guaranteed minimum yield point of the.  
liner which. is 32,000 psi. .Does thismean, that, .under certain 
conditions, the- liner may be stressed beyound the yield point? 

Clarify this.'0point.  

2.15 How are the reinforcing bars anchored at certain critical points 
such as: center of, the dome,, at intermediate terminal points of 
radial bars in the dome, bars provided .to take discontinuity,',.: 
stresses, some.diagonal bars, Atc? _Because of. cracking of concrete.  

..due to shrinkage, to testing, and to thermal stresses, the problem 
of adequate bar anchorage is of special concern. Provide typical
reinforcing'pattern at .these critical points..  

216 With respect to :seismic design of the contaiment, pleasedescribe:_

a. The general analytical model 

mass distribution,.stiffness 

and analytical procedures foi 
on the containment structure, 
vibration modes.

for the containment including 
coeffiicients, modes of "vibration,
arriving at a loading distribution 
taking into account several

b'' The magnitude of lateral earth pressure under seismic loading 
andtindicate how such loading will:be factored into the 

containment design.  

co The manner in which dampaing will be-considered, in the structural 

design for,.different modes and for the design and maximum 

earthquake.

d. The extent and manner'in which the horiiontal,.vertical and:., 

rocking motions-will. be considered in the design, and'how the

.r-o W SJ.U IJ~. 5.LflAJ~

of _motioA4 describe _thi 
to grounc.

. structureIx
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d. The extent to which liner participation is relied upon to_ 
.provide.resistance to lateral-(earthquake) -shear.. If liner 
participation is not included, *describe how the corresponding 

-.strains are transmitted -to the liner and- their effect'.on the 

liner.
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R..S. Boyd....  

2.17 It id statedin 'the PSAR- that diagonal barswill:be-provided.-to' 
take the earthquake .1oading in the -containment shell. -Describe how 

they will be desigined and whether their action will'be icombined with 
horizontal -and vertical reinforcing." 

.2.18 'Howwil seismic shears be taken at large. 0penings? 
-_ 4, . * ..- .  

2,19 The design- spectra for 0,05, g and, 0.10 .g accelerations developed :by; 

- .. .GW. Housner and presented in the, PSAR appear- to be scaed f rom 
the El Centro -spectrum. Indicate the. jlegree to. which this scaling 
•'. •- was" examined 'in connection with the..present site, which is on 

souid bedrock.,. What., is the spectrum for 0.15 g ?- " 

2.20 -:Discuss the stress'levels and loading criteria that will be employed 

in'the .design-for the maximum-earthqdake and the design darthquake,_ 
-and the-limitations on deformations utilized.  

2.21. Justify, the.use of astress-in the reinforcingv which is higher than.  
- the vield noint of the liner (32,000'psi). -

2022 With respect to liner ,design, describe ..  

(a) Types and combinations of loading..considered with regard to..  
liner buckling, and-the safety. factors applied with respect' 
to buckling. Include the influence of" large strains due to 

cracl#ingof concrete and to high..-level of "stresses and strains: 
in the inclined reinforcing bars.

(b) The geometrical pattern, .type, and spacing of-liner attachments; 

and the. analysis procedures, boundary conditions,"and results, 

with respect to buckling under"-the'loads cited 
above..  

(c) Tolerance on liner plate thickne6s and liner yield strength.  
variation and their bases. " 

(d)' Examine the possibility of ,elastic and unelastic buckling 

especially at base of the :wall. In this study cover the .  

influence ofall pertinent parameters, such as:

Variation-o plate thickness.  

Variation of .yield point of liner steel.' ,i 

Influence of Poisson's ratio for. steel.  
• . -I .. -.  

Erection inaccuracies"(local bulges, offsets : at 

anchor -location)'.-

seams, wrong

- Shrinkage of concretai 
O FFIC E t ---------k- ------ ------ -- - -- -----7 - - - - - - - -
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cracked :concrete.

Ground waterinfiltration, earthquake, temperature loading, etc.  

2.23 Indicate: a 
(a)]."The •stress and strain ~its used for -the liner, the bases :for 

these.limits, and the-extent' to which these limits .relate' to 
liner leakage. -

(b) The type, :character,. -and magnitude of-cyclic loads for which 

the- containment liner will be designed. Include adiscussion 
of the pressure/thermalload variations considered. Evaluate 

-realistically the number, of cycles .generated by seismic tremors.  

* (c) The analytical procedu es'ad techniques-to be used in. lner 

. anchorage design including sample calculations . .. ' 

(d)- The-failure mode'and failure propagation- characteristics of .  
anchorages. Discuss the extent to.whIch',these characteristics

influene'leak 'tightness ,integrity. What design-provisions 
will be incorporatedto, prevent anchorage failures from 

*. " • jeopardizing leaktigt integrity? . . " 

. 2.24 ',For the designof the-anchors,,, elastic and, unelastic buckling of the 
.liner should be -considered. Consider for the'design ..of the anchors, 

- - the possibility of unbalanced loads acting on one or several. anchors.  
. - At :least. the parameters indicated above should be considered. :The 

study should prove that. no chain', reaction' can occur and that.'the 
possibility of .m'assive buckling of the liner, and "mass failure of 

.anchors is" excluded,. ' 

2.25.. What plastic strains .can he liner material accommodate without 
cracking? -

2.27 The detail arrangement for load transfer through liner under the 

- bottom. of the. interior- structure should provide for transfer. of 
: shears parallel: to the lixier..' Indicate how the shears, especially 

those due to thermal expansion' and earthquake, will be taken care of.  

It should be noted that test channels on the bottom liner arenot 
accessible-after the bottom-concrete-above 'the liner is installed.' 

-: ", , - , 'It is therefore very important to avoid any unnecessary stresses-and 
strais in the'- b tomi 

.228, Provide:

- (a) The liner"-detail to be used at the base-cylinder .liner

.-" juncitura,. the-strain conditions i 
---------------

absrb cIe .6traiiunder design .... _quae cnaffions. ,!. ''

nposedat the 
the--dehosef- -l4 
basis acide
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(b) ,,The design approach'-that' will-be used where loadings, must be 
trAnsferred through'the liner. Provide typical design details..  

. . -. 29 Discuss possible shearing off of the test channels, by differentl 
strains in. concrete above and below .the bottom.liner.

2.30 Describe the analytical procedures for analysis of liner stresses.  
around openings.- Also, provide the method of- liner design to.  
evaluate these. stresses and the related stress limits. Justify 
the proposed thickening of the liner at penetrations.  

" 2.31 -A statement that all penetrations Will be anchored. into the ,concrete
: 

wall and that the anchorage !will develop -at' least,• the plastic 
-strength of .the penetration sleeve :would not be satisfactory if-not 
followedby.an explanation-'hat plastic strength i -smeant?-,.In 

otensin, bending, shear, or combined? 

2.32 .-With -regard to penetratio -describ: 

(a) The design criteria that. will "be applied to ..ensure that, under 
. . . postulated design basis accident loadings 'that. i'could result: 

in pipe rupt ure or relative displacement of the internal 
systems. relative to_ the'i containment,'-.a subsequent pipe rupture 

*.. -- -.. '-due' to' torsional, axal, .bending, or shear. piping loads will 
not cause a..breach of the Containment, Also, include"-the 
detailed design criteria with respect to pipe,-rupture between

- the penetration and contanment isolation valves. These 
'piping sections represent an extension of the containment bound-, 
ary'under a condition when isolation is required. What code
-willbe used?"

(b) Ty--pical designs to illustrate how the criteria.are applied.  

(c) The .extent to which the!penetrations and their, surrounding
-..."lrregions- will be subj ected to vibratory, loading from 
-machinery attached, to the'piping systems.- Indicate-how these 
loads will be treated iii design.  

(d)' Criteria for concrete thermal protection-at penetrations"- .  

include the temperature, rise-permitted to exist. in the..concrete 
Under Operating conditions and-the (time-'dep.endent).effect that.

• ..- -- loss-of thermal protection would have on the containment-'s 
structural and. leak-tigh:tness characteristics.' 

(e) The capability of the penetration design to absorb liner strain 

without severe distress'at ..the opening.  

(f) if the ull plastic' trngth of .a pipe with regard to torsi n, -' 

- OFFICE ------ bendin 'and --shr- a'-t- -bbe--use -an-'explanat n---s ---- d--e---
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' . -,shear stresses, bending stresses (in two -directions) nd shearZ a'."-"tresses due to torsion arec onbined in the'iblas 'ic domain. :'..  

.What failure criterion is: use'd? -Indicate how the exterior 

loads- are,.combined, including Jet forces. 'Give factored 
loadingcombinations :for all loads and all'cases considered in 

.. ... - the design. Explain how the 'USAStandaidCode for pressure 
Piping-Power Pipig, 'USASi B31.l - 1967 willbe used for all I a " t, 6d J oa . o 

loading cases. Will-factOred load combinations be used with 
this Code? 

2.33 Add the following information: - " " .

.(a) For all penetrations: t.Indicate criteria for the bending of 

* . " reinforcing- bars which .have .to clear- the opening.. Maximum 
slopeand minimum'bending iadius- to ,avoid local crushing of 

. ,, concrete should be shown.

-,(b) For penaetrations greater than approximately 9 in. and up to 

and including approximately '4 ft.., explain how normal-, shear, 

bending, 'and torsional stresses- are covered by reinforcing 
bars and whatloading combinaions are. covered.  

(c) Justify the'length; required to anchor the bars in crackedm 
. concrete, and the use of AI Code.318 for concrete under 

ba.bixia1 tension, and cracked in two directions.  

2.34 With respect to large opening de sign, describe: 

a. Your definition of large. oen-,ilgs Vh.it6rm tipecial design 

- attention. ' .

b. Identification ard sizesf the .large openings -that exist in 

the containment. 7 ' - " " " . .  

C. -The loads that will be considered in design o ,the openings 

-and allowable- stresses to!,be: used, 

d. The. stress analysis proceau're' .that will. be ,used -in, design.  

e .i Indicate what method will be followed for the design: the 

working stress design method ori.the ultimate. strength design 

method, or both. If the.iltimate strength design method'is 

used, the factored load cbmbinations should ,be iven -together, 

-with corresponding capacity reduction.factors..  

f. Indi ate how-the existence of biaxial tension i, concrete 

(cracking) will be taken care of in', the design.- How will the.  

normal and shear stresses due to axial _load,. .two-directional.." 

bending, jtwo-directional ,shear, and torsion, .be combined? 

Clarify these points and:;establish 'criteria for the design of 

the ring girder;. Reference t0 recent pressure. tests of. similar .
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(g) The inthod to check the desiga' of the .thickexied. stiff beam 
-around large openings ,nd-its effect on the shell should be 
indicated.- The comparison" with stresses in a eircular. flat 
plate would 'not be convincing, since it eliminates one. of- the 
.mos impor-tant. effec :- the effect of tirsion. The.appikant .  

should present a method"which allows to- check.. torsional 
stresses. -

.(h) Provide detailed ske tches of. additional reinforcing 'and 
sample design computation.  

( to, th safety ftr prvddi ocrete and reinforcing 
.ii ..ti"", he: yia6 -proide in con..

.7 design at large openings. zSample cpmputations should be prOVided, 

" - listing all' the driiera. .ad analyzing the ef fect of all
iptinent f ctor chjasct 

2.35 -Insulation -:. 

_ (a) If-insulation is required pfresent a detailed- study of it., 
S",,Design -quirements d perf rtance specifications should be 

included to provide -onvfidence.tbat the insulating qualities.  
*-will-. be achieved under .accident conditions. Describe thereforei 

(b) The specified and tolerable-wempera ure rise in theliner and the 

design safety factor provided on insulating performance.  

(c) meanS provided-for f astPing the insulating- material -to, the 

.baking liner znd for precludin- steam channeling in bask of 
the insulation (from the topor through joints). Will the 
insulating panels be- rgmovabile? 

_ (d). An analysis, of the-conseqences of' one or more insulation 

panels being'displaced from the liner during, or as a consequence 
• _ :- -. of, an accident= sitivation. 

(e) Indicate ilhe aonsideraion_given to increased conductivity due 
to hu. _:i.y.a.d.compre.sion during accident. pressure transients 

and precopression f r6 structurala. and :leakage testing.  

(f) What Consideratin. will be gifen to the compatibility of the.  

i.sulation ad li.er? .i. .  

j1
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30. Materials .. -.  

3.1. Indicate' the .type of cement to i4 used,. explain the basis. for •the 
selection o and-state the user check:testing to be-peerformud.  

3.2 Describe theconcrete mix-procedures and indicate the. scope and"

.extent of testing of trial- mixes i. 

3. 3 Indicate 'the, t.ype and extent of admixtures which may be used.  

Describe- their purposes, their. extent of co6mpliance: to ASTM 

specifications, and their testing..  

3.4 Considering. the .critical nature of- the structure, a materia- .-specifi
cation o sp7licing in. conformance -wth:ACI, 3-18-63 does not provide 

adequate assurance, of structura1l ductility. Provide mbre explicit 

informatilon with rBgard to the type of Cadweld splicing intended.  

3.5 Indicate the extent to which Aplicestdgger will be - achieved.  

3.6 Indicate-:the eXtent to which SplLcingof' reinfbrcing steelwill be 

-made. by welding, State the location .of -these welds. Indicate 
whether tack welding of reinforc ilng willbe permitted.  

3,7 Add the description of the "splicing". of: inclined bars, provided 

' to take"'the radial'shears in the base of the walls,- with the ' 

vertical bars. If the 'bplicing"I is done by lapping, the dizagonal 
bar with .a v. ,ertical bar, deonstrate that, despite biaxial tensile 

stresses in concrete and vertical and horizontal crack pattern, the:.  

load .ih the diagonal bars can safely.be"transmitted to the, vertical 

bars f -brst 

3.8: Specify quality control. for the" strength welds: of reinforcing bars to 

structural elements such as plates; rings, sleeve'6,- and for 

occasional strength weld sp-lcing of..heav reinforcingbars 

-~ spict of hav eifocngbas 
3,9 Provide: the detailed material- dlefons £0r containment penetratons, 

list -the dorresponding ATM spe'ifications. and ,ndicate NDET 
-considerations in their selectio'n. .

4.0 Corrosion.Protection .

4-.1 Describe.the concrete cover provisions for.reinforcing steel for the:

dome, slab, and cylinder. Include for comparison, the minimum ACI
31-43 code requirements.

4.2 Discuss:the- extent to which cathodic protection has been considered

4
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4.3_.Discuss. the exteht to which -protective coatings* will be. applied to '. .. ..' '' 

'1ft.. .......................... _, ......................................... ,. - :..........,. ..  

the - . ... -o p concrete 

4.4 Drinage provisions donot ini.l
4  

a4lyer o ooscnrt 

: located at base.. No provisionshave beenmade. for. a..por.us layer.  
'at- the * cylindrical wiall of the con aimn.Jtfyheoiin 

osuch critical locations: Cosiethat,, contary: to 

-normal f oundetiont ork, the taiimenti structure is continuously 

th'ube, td . h, f e. c of .. "I -,gne at .....s i'. .  

.subjected to , erma gradients, which 
se s in toutside- concrete -layers :an in'rease:the dange f 

,. -- cracking. 'o 

5M0 Construction 

14~ 
, 

. . Indicate th codes of practice that will be 'ollowedinthe contain 
ament, construction. al •o' **. Jutf the o 

5. 2 Indi"cte m her andto what extent ACI301 standard practice for 
* .~* cons trut ti~ionwill. be -equld e jceeded', ,or not followed., 

5.3 Indicate: he specific extent to'whch AS E -fa biction'standards 'or 
asadds will be adh. red y...to. in .aliner ianufacturing. f

- sg, items'which ar' not covered 'in- listed codes. .(Army 
Engineers, .hBuredau of Reclamaetioi AWS, etc imay be used 
a.basi fotr aplicant's specif .iations.  

5.5 State on what basis the suppAlemstrry- mandatory requir t, wh 
-may b Iruiredwill be prepared.i". . • '.. .  

5.6 ASEsandairds define eretion:,tolerances in a may, that" inot" 

suf f icitnt tohensure a satift e i of eliner.- -For 
t.,,example. they, do not ,cover ioc4 :lcurvature deviations.- Etablisha 

compr sive At of_ erection, t r d Ards forthe liner " 

limti' alnauracies likely to occur during erection.  

:5.7 Deibe the general constructin procedures and sequence that.o will 
be" us.edin construction iof the 'ontainment. iclude excaon, 

ground water coitrol, bade-,iab, construction,- liner' erection and" 

te- ing,, and concrete.. -cons tu tion in cylinder. and dome reg ons 

- '.  

5 . 8 A d a e l d d, ~ i t o f e e t o o f * t h e b o t t om l i n e . W h a t 

.. ... ,'.aS.a sis,' : I '' .lacritios sp eficaions, ' .. 'r-" 

provisions will be uatoe to ensure a: good bearing of tthe liner on 

concrete'blow? Will" grouting, -be resorted tod How will, the Iiner.- " 

S i. .plates,be fitted to therembeddedianchors?
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5.9.  

-.5.10 

5.* 11

" 'S
- - 12-'.

Describe lthe.concrete placing and curing procedures- to be used 

Describe the. procedures for bonding between lifts.  

Indicate. the manner 'in which concrete lifts will bd,.placed and
-ta ered -- -

5.12 .:Give a detailed description of the-placing of. concrete in the 

'dome, especially nearer to. the. center.potrton of the dome.. 
.  

5.13 Describe the extent of concrete compression and slump .testing to.' 
be used i nciude'the statistical basis for the proposed program

and the standards for batch rejdction"and pour removal.

5.l4 Indicate the planned progra ofuser-tdsting'of reinforcing steel 

for strength and dudtility. Include the statistical basis .for the 

program,'and the-basis for reinforcing steel shipment rejection. .  

5.15 . Indicate the controlsg that-will be providedto ensure thatthe 

. proper specification reinforcing bars'are received, -and,' if 

differentgrades of steel are used;_how will mistakes be avoided 
iiduring.erection?

5.16 SIndicate..the Cadweld splice procedures including operator qualif1

cation, procedures-to be followed, inspection and testing, and 

standardsfor. rejection. -

- 5.17 dd the 'minimum"percentage of Cadweld splices which will be tested* 
.. :....-tolerance limiting the offset of tYo bars to be spliced should 

be :provided,4.  

S5.,'18 - Indicate the reinforcing bar welding procedures and quality control 

tO be used. in performing reinforcing bar strength welds.' .Include 

bar preparation, User check testing of reinforcing steel composition, 

- maximum permissible alloy .specifications, temperature. control 

provisiOns, radiographic andstrength testing requirements, and the 

basis for welded splice'rejedtion and cut-out. Will apy'tack 

:,welding of reinforcin steel bi permitted?

.5.19, Indicate the minimum' percentage of reinforcing splices to. be checked 

by the welding inspector,using
-non-destrietive inspection methods 

'(x-raying dye penetrant test, etc.)..,The statement. '.. performed 

on a random basis. " alone would not be sufficient.  

5.20 Describe the general sequence of liner erection.and testing in 

relatidnship-to the struc ural cdncrete.:construction.'
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5.22- Indicate the controls to be employedin reference to liner plate.  

out-of -roundness.. A check on: :ot-if-reundness alone is not 

.sufficient, At .all locations. where the liner may.be in compres
ston, the local curvature of the liner :should be.checked. The 
f ormation of local .bulges7 shoud. be prevented.  

. 5.22 Indicate 'the extent. of userchedk testing- of liner NT 'properties, .  
liner thickness, ductility, Weldablity, yield point' etc.  5,23Inikat then"s app4ab Aetc.• . .. ,"

5.23 Indicte thle applicable ASMEor. API code sections that-will be 

..adhered to in liner. erection.:i-

5.24 Indicate the requirements thatwill be placed on seamwelds to 

- assure -adequate ductility... . ,: . " 

* 5.. Indicate the procedures and criteria:.for control ofiseamweld 
porosity . - - . .. .. . '. . ,

526 Discuss the planned seam-weld 'i.adiography ,program. Also, provide 

an evaluation of the liner radiography with respect -to providing' 

assurance that flaws that .may develop into positive leakage paths 

'*' " - under design basis accident conditions do not, niifact, exist. " 

.-5.27 Describe the quality cbntrol procedures f or. test channels iner-.  

- angle, and-stud welding. .
- _ . . .. "-.  

-..15.9 .-.Describe yout.quality control procedures and standAris: for field

M-iweldng of liner plate and testc hlannelS; include welderqual'fi

inspection, magnetic -particle inspection, liquid: penetrant. " 

-inspection, and- construction records.

.6.0 Construction Inspection .. . - - - -

6" 1 Describe the rganization for.' inspection. Indicate the manner in 

which -Anspectors are divorced from construction pressures and the 

-_manner in which the -engineering design group workswiththe 
inspection, " ' ...-

• " 6 ., 2 - ••n d i c a te .th e .q u a l i f li c a .! o n ~i. . ni u .e e ne, a n d , a u th .t y f . .  

6.3- Indicate the degree to-which:material preparation and construction 
activities will be subject to inspector surveillance.

6.4 Discuss the manner inwhich records, of ::quality control.- and; 

-inspection will *be kept. ... ._ "_ __"___.. ....
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7.0

7.1 " 'Describe the sequence for structural

_7.2--'. Describe the instrumentation prbgram.  

Inclu-de: 

'(a)- Identification of structural, at

testing.,-* 

for structural'-testing.

liner areas to* be

instrumented, 

-(b) Purpose, type,-expected ;aqcuracy, and redund..ncyof.  
instrumentation. ' 

(c) The range of strains and deformations expected.  
.- (d)The protective measures that. will be taken-.toensure.  

instrument performance during structural testing, considering 

the interval between"instrument..ifnstallatio- and its use.  

7.3 Evaluate the extent to which' he test pressure will simul:ate design 

'basis accident conditions by' ompqring the stresses under various 

test pressures, 'with, those 'inllthe structure'under accident pressure, 

temperature gradient andaccident'pressure,temperature-gradient, 
- plus earthquake (and other- c(:binations, if..governing) f0 orthe 

following structural element '(a) circumferential-reinforcing; (b) 
-'axial [longitudinal] reinfor, ing; -(c) -dome reinforcing; (d)-base 
slab reinforcing; and .(e) la: ge openings.  

...7 4 By comparing stresses and-sitains'which are experienced by the.  

structural elements under "est loadings with' those calculated to-.  

exist under design basis acident' loading, provide'a.discussion in support of the selected testpressures. Include in -this discussion 

the extent lto.which.increasd test.pressure or design .modifications 
might be considered:in an fort' to obtain closet test verification 

of structural integrity.  

7.5, Present a'detailed discussion- su porting the selected te:st pressure.  

A table should compare thel (computed stresses for two different 

pressure test-conditions wth' the computed:stresses due to incident.  

alone,- and to ,the earthquake plus incident. 'The information should 

be sufficient'to evaluate he reliability of the stress computations..  

Explain in detail the methods-used in the preparation of.this table, 

the physical constants employed, etc. The following points shouidl 

be carefully covered;..  
. ' .(a) Thermal:stresses at lrge openings: evaluation of temperature 

gradients, stress computations for concrete and reinforcing
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(b) Influence of shrinkage.  

) Influence of liner deformatins: elastic and plastic.  

(d) Stressesin liner, before cricking of concrete does occur. , 

7.6" Provide an analysis of-crack size, .spacing, and pattern expected 
_-" -during containment, struct-ural- testing. . ....  

7.7 -',Discuss the Influence of cracking ,on bond and anch6rage,:.of: bars 
terminating in a-cracked zone,,. The increase of crack-wth.  

- during the life of the .planit duetO- -thermal, cycling, to progres

sive shrinkiig of concrete, -to:weathering, (freezing and thawing)_ 
to seismic' loadingoccurring during -the life of the plant,-should 

S.- ...be considered. .- ., - ..

.7.8 Explain whether it is intended to measure stresses at different 

- points in concrete-and reinforcing ste.ei, especlly in ring girders

,at main openings and in the'discontinuity-zones.  

8.0-8.. In-service Surveillance . - ' ....

-. 1 Describe: the surveillance capabilities:'provided by the containrent 
design with reference to periodic inspection of ,the steel.liner, 
and periodic structural testing off the containment. If. the leak . .  

rate -testing is intended to .be performed- at reduced, pressure-,- 

*'provide an- evaluation of the minimum level, of such tests that .would 
-also serve to verify continued -structural. integrity, Consider in 
the evaluation structural response.and surveillance instrumentation

requirements. .  
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